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Abstract: The paper introduces two design research cases tracing how the concepts
and experiences of resistance and social reproduction can help design research become a more assertive part of the coding that interprets, exposes and disputes social
reality, particularly in Latin America. Through reflections on (1) a design intervention
contributing to an Indigenous popular education initiative in the Ecuadorian Amazon
and (2) a series of ongoing public space design interventions taking place in colonias
populares of Mexico City, we propose four interrelated commitments (visibility, sustainment, tensions and collectivity) to orient ourselves in understanding what it actually takes to build knowledge and create resources together.
Keywords: design commitments; Latin America; resistance; social reproduction

1. Introduction
Design research has focused on more expansive design orientations that can articulate those
practices preoccupied with the complexity of representation, sustainment of life and complex social change processes. Recent work has focused on issues of social justice (CostanzaChock, 2020; Dombrowski et al., 2016) freedom (Garduño, 2017), decolonisation (Schultz et
al., 2018; Tlostanova 2017) epistemologies of the south (Gutiérrez Borrero, 2015), buen-vivir
(Albarrán González, 2020) and more-than-human concerns (Forlano, 2017), to name a few. It
is encouraging to identify exercises that highlight the importance of relying on local
knowledge and practices (Calderón Salazar & Huybrechts, 2020; Gautam & Tatar, 2020;
Schultz et al., 2020), connecting design with processes of community emancipation (Del Gaudio et al., 2016; De Los Reyes & Botero 2012) or formation of antioppression design networks (Van Amstel et al., 2021). Although these examples are far from being an exhaustive
survey of what remains as marginal design practices, as positive signs, we see the growing
repertoire of examples seriously engaging with diverse knowledge systems (e.g., Charlotte
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Smith et al., 2020; Sheehan, 2011); practices that enact collaborative design research to dispute hegemonic narratives (Iconoclasistas, 2015); and efforts to support anticolonial, futureoriented Indigenous perspectives (Schultz, 2018).
Building on some of these experiences, in the current article, we reflect on the ways in which
design can become a more assertive part of the coding that interprets, exposes and disputes
social reality, particularly in Latin America. As women and Latin American designers problematically located in between the Global North and Global South, we are acutely aware that
the world continues to face local and global challenges deepening situations of injustice and
inequality. We see this as central for design to continue questioning the ways in which we
can engage and learn with historically marginalised communities. This inquiry might allow all
involved a better understanding of the magnitude of the work that needs to be done in
terms of building knowledge and creating resources together to support resistance and
counteract the reproduction of inequalities. In our investigations and design proposals, what
does it take to address the current conditions of inequality and injustice?
In the following, we propose that this agenda requires, on the one hand, engaging with resistance as a counterbalance to exclusion and marginalisation and, on the other hand, exposing the everyday practices and social relations involved in sustaining everyday life, which are
part of social reproduction. In building our argument, we first introduce what we mean by
resistance and social reproduction by drawing on key studies. We then introduce two design
research cases we are currently involved in to illustrate how we have encountered and been
inspired by the concepts and experiences of resistance and social reproduction in the planning of the projects and in our ongoing analysis. Both our cases deal with what in Latin
America is referred to as the ‘popular’ domain; in this context, the utterance of ‘popular’ in
Spanish does not mean ‘mass culture’ (as it does in English-speaking academic circles); instead, it refers to the practices and means accessible and geared to and by the needs of subaltern people (nondominant), that is, working class and Indigenous. Our first case follows a
design intervention contributing to an Indigenous popular education initiative on the Ecuadorian Amazon. The second case follows a series of ongoing public space design interventions taking place in popular neighbourhoods of Mexico City. We then use these experiences
to outline the contours of four commitments (visibility, sustainment, tensions and collectivity) that condense what we have learned about resistance and social reproduction in our
work.

2. On resistance, the everyday and its social reproduction
The concepts of resistance and social reproduction came into our work from practical engagement. That is, we did not select them a priori as lenses to look at or plan our work. Instead, we learned about them from the places and people we worked with. The role of resistance was drawn to our attention by Nathaly’s Indigenous community partners in the Ecuadorian Amazon, while social reproduction’s role became central to Brenda’s engagement
with feminist activists in the streets of Mexico City. This is our attempt to make sense of the
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iterative nature of our understanding, here seeing resistance and social reproduction as coconstitutive of each other.
At this stage, we understand resistance (both historic and quotidian) as a transformative action scene where communities—in opposition to domination and submission—perform actions directly connected to their historical developments and geographies (Echeverría, 2010;
2013). Acts of resistance implicitly or explicitly critique dominant structures and processes.
They offer opportunities for self-reflection and struggle in the interest of social change under
a community’s own terms (Giroux et al., 2011). This is particularly important for people marginalised by various forms of oppression because it recognises that resistance is not simply a
‘diagnostic of power’ but rather is a dynamic concept offering emancipatory possibilities. Resistance catalyses social change from below (Chandra, 2015). For Giroux et al. (2011), the
value of resistance is not only the degree to which it promotes critical thinking and reflective
action, but, more importantly, the degree to which it contains the possibilities of stimulating
collective political struggle. Resistance emerges through the historical and cultural mediations that shape it. This means that both historic and quotidian acts of opposition can mediate it. However, not all acts of opposition shape resistance. From a design perspective, it is
important to first recognise that resistance can be understood as a form of creation offering
tools to generate counter-hegemony (Gramsci, 2006). In this sense, power can then be ‘exercised not only as a mode of domination but also as an expression of a creative form of cultural and social production outside the immediate force of domination’ (Giroux et al., 2011,
p. 145).
A second important recognition is that resistance is concerned with understanding the complex ways in which communities experience marginalisation, that is, how marginalised communities understand and reactualise their own ways of collective production when confronting a dominant culture. Moreover, resistance is a crucial praxis in politic, economic, social
and culturally heterogeneous geographies that have survived processes of oppression, full of
tensions. In this way, for marginalised communities—such as Indigenous peoples, women
and the popular classes—, heterogeneity is precisely what potentially articulates particular
interests to historic and systemic resistance to northern, male, white capitalist modernity
(Echeverría, 2010). During our work, we have learned that resistance processes for Indigenous peoples—who undergo multidimensional exclusion (economic, cultural and racial)—
have been better positioned through the concept of interculturality. As López (2009) notes,
interculturality is a strategy for organising the principle of political action that pursues diversity as a transforming resource seeking to permeate society as a whole. On both a practical
and theoretical level, resistance—from its more modest and quotidian to its larger-scale and
global forms—must be sustained to change dominant structures and processes. What does
it mean to sustain resistance? How does resistance interact with what it takes to sustain it?
Approaching these questions entails understanding the ground wherein such sustainment
may be found: everyday life (Gutiérrez & Salazar Lohman, 2015). Expanding on the ideas of
De Certeau (1984) and Lefebvre (1991), feminist scholars have long been concerned with
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everyday life, particularly with prompting a closer consideration of how it is experienced differently and how daily routines and rhythms are specifically marked by race, class, gender
and sexuality (Hayden, 1981; Jarvis et al., 2009; Smith, 1989). Jarvis et al. have exposed the
everyday activities that, despite being central for sustaining life, have historically been devalued, made invisible, neglected and taken for granted (2009). Such activities, which might
take the form of quotidian acts of opposition and daily acts of resistance, are part of what
feminists refer to as social reproduction—the ‘fleshy messy stuff’ that keeps everyday life
going (Katz, 2017). It is in this sense that we propose that social reproduction and resistance
coconstitute each other; thus, when taken together, they can be generative lenses for design
research, helping us critically look at all the work, relations and institutions required for making life, sustaining life and remaking society on a daily basis, both collectively and intergenerationally (Bhattacharya, 2017; Gutiérrez & Salazar Lohman, 2015).
Having clarified the role of resistance and its symbiosis with social reproduction, we turn to
feminist social reproduction. According to Nancy Fraser, part of the work of social reproduction deals with those activities fundamental in producing and reproducing life, such as birthing, raising children, caring for friends and family members, schooling and so on. The other
part, she argues, is about the material and affective work that provides the “‘social glue’ that
creates ties among communities and supports social cooperation” (Fraser, 2016, para.2).
Historically, social reproduction has been highly gendered, racialised, classed and relegated
to the domestic and private realms. Although men have done some of it, too, women have
carried a disproportionate share (Fraser, 2017). Feminist social reproduction scholars like
Selma James, Mariarosa Dalla Costa and Silvia Federici have highlighted how this work is
mostly unpaid and hidden (Federici, 2012). Furthermore, they have shown how although
capitalism depends on this work to reproduce workers to regenerate itself, it systematically
undermines it. This represents one of capitalism’s current major contradictions, here lying at
the centre of the crisis of social reproduction, which can be expressed in the constant threat
of our capacities to reproduce and sustain our everyday—individual and communal—lives
(Gutiérrez & Salazar Lohman, 2015) and that particularly affects marginalised people,
stretching those capacities to the breaking point (Fraser, 2017). In design, the work of social
reproduction could be found in long-term participatory projects (see, e.g., Garduño, 2017),
within which the work of provisioning, caring and maintaining crosses the whole design process and allows those involved in it to move from one day to the next.
The opportunities opened up by both resistance and social reproduction for bringing to
these issues of multidimensional power, creative collective production and the—taken for
granted—work that sustains everyday life align with intentions of sustaining a critical and
transformative design. That is, design research and practice that support other ways and
practices of knowing, shaping processes of representation and caring.
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3. Cases
3.1 Case 1: Creating resources for Indigenous popular education in the
Ecuadorian Amazon
Emergencia de Educación en la Amazonía (Education Emergency in the Amazon) is an ongoing participatory design project that started in 2021 and aims to support and collaboratively
design a system of pictograms and infographics for popular education processes with and for
Indigenous students and their communities in the Ecuadorian Amazon (Pinto & Botero,
2021). We have joined with young student representatives of different Amazonian nationalities who are motivated by the need to keep building their own representation resources and
making visible the marginalisation situation they experience as Indigenous students (Pinto,
2020). The project is designed as a collective intervention bringing together the efforts of
various actors: those of the students; of CONFENIAE1, especially the education leadership;
and a personal project on graphic elements of Indigenous identity previously developed in
collaboration with organisations from civil society and academia. We planned this collective
intervention in two iterations: the first as a joint workshop lasting one day and the second as
a period of participatory research from each nationality’s territory, which has already gone
on for more than 14 months. In the framework of the COVID-19 pandemic that has affected
Indigenous peoples differently, deepening historical socioeconomic gaps (Pinto & Iturralde,
2020), we are working together to investigate local resistance practices—material and symbolic—that challenge social exclusion. On the one hand, we focus on collaboratively and interculturally designing schematic images that can communicate cultural values and complex
knowledges of Indigenous nationalities from their own perspective. On the other hand, we
explore the processes and materials mobilised to collect and visualise our data on hindered
access to higher education, which can be later activated to support advocacy actions on public policies. The following vignette gives a glimpse of the setting, ambitions and challenges of
the case while illustrating our ways of working
[Vignette / excerpt from Nathaly’s field diary] When planning the project, we—Efrén, the
Indigenous leader of education and I—thought of a collective of students who could voice
the education emergency in the territory. In this process, it was important to include all nationalities represented by the confederation and outreach of distant communities. Efrén
started consulting with Indigenous leaders, who, in turn, discussed with their communities,
activating a complex and well-practiced process of building dialogue with diverse grassroots
worlds. In this way, communities produce together, and, in this case, vouched for a student
to represent each nationality.
I contacted Esteban, Wampash, Jeaneth, Shakira, Fayer, Sabina, Esperanza and Nicxon
through an internet-based messaging app. Messaging allowed us to communicate—asynchronically and at low cost—according to the elusive internet signal in the region. In this
The CONFENIAE (Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of the Ecuadorian Amazon) is a regional Indigenous organization that represents about 1,500 communities belonging to the Amazonian nationalities, including the Kichwa, Shuar,
Achuar, Waorani, Sapara, Andwa, Shiwiar, Cofan, Siona, Siekopai and Kijus.
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way, we talked about our motivations, actions we could take and necessary resources. We
also came to a decision: to move from each of our locations to work together in the same
space for a day. Thus, I travelled to CONFENIAE’s headquarters, located in Puyo and in the
middle of the Ecuadorian Amazon territory, and 15 minutes away from the city centre but
already surrounded by characteristic local nature and recurrent rain. Outside, a banner reads
la lucha es el camino (the struggle is the way). The internet on my phone stopped working.
Are students going to arrive?
Young representatives of Amazonic Indigenous nationalities arrived. Some, like Wampash,
have travelled over 10 hours to get here, but not everyone was able to do so. They will later
talk about how difficult and normalised is having to travel far, as part of an intercultural university outside their territories. Later, we also discuss more of the inequality conditions that
are part of the historic struggle of the Amazonian peoples for quality education under their
own terms and realities.
We—Indigenous leader, Indigenous students and designer—have gathered for the first time
after the first pandemic wave hit the country, urging us to visibilise how well-being and access to education for Indigenous nationalities had been further affected by the health crisis.
Students were curious and started the process themselves by asking each other about how
other nationalities were doing, and I integrated the use of pictograms and collective mapping into the conversation that took place in Spanish. Esteban, Celestino, Royer, Shakira and
Jeaneth drew human figures and representative elements of their nationalities, each talking
about their own worldviews, knowledge, languages and territories. Together in a conversation circle, we mapped and discussed how their ways of living, which are strongly connected
with their communities and territories, are affected when they decide to study.
The students communicated with conveyance and solvency those skills that they constantly
reactualise through dynamic participation within the profoundly diverse Indigenous world
and, at the same time, dialogue with other northern, whiter, capitalist, ‘modern’ worlds. We
talked, learned and, at the end, shared a meal prepared by Efrén’s family; we ate fish and
yucca and drank chicha (a fermented drink based on water, cereals or tubers, offered as a
symbol of reciprocity). Then, we said goodbye. Everybody had to return home the same day;
it was getting late—and it was going to rain.
In terms of engaging with the concept of resistance, Emergencia de Educación en la Amazonía deepened our understanding, on the one hand, of how creative collective production
sustains the reactualisation of processes and tools otherwise. In that way, we are not only
learning inventive ways in which to work and design together, but the ways in which redistribution of participation and coresponsibility in design relationships can shape—or not—design products to support actions outside hegemony. On the other hand, we learned how
spaces of contradiction can stimulate positioning of diversity as a transforming resource,
particularly to use it as a strategic instrument to avoid a deficit position, when designing
from geographies where histories of oppression are very much present. Both ways, teach us
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to address in our design research and production, to support the construction of representation resources—that is, the processes, products and knowledge—material and symbolic—to
confront prevalent dominant structures. (Figure 1)

Figure 1. a) Emergencia de Educación en la Amazonía workshop. CONFENIAE headquarters, Puyo-Ecuador. b-d) Pictograms and infographics in context. Note. Image b) by Piaguaje, Esperanza,
2022, picture from cell phone, Sucumbios, Ecuador.

3.2 Case 2: Sustaining play streets in colonias populares of Mexico City
The next case is also an ongoing participatory design project that started in 2016 called
Peatoniñas/os, or ‘the children that walk’ (Vertiz & Lozano, 2018; Vertiz, 2020). Peatoniñas
creates play streets by closing for some hours streets to traffic in different colonias populares (popular neighbourhoods) of Mexico City—irregular settlements that have been self-built
by their inhabitants, usually immigrants, working-class or low-income sectors (Connolly,
2003; Streule et al., 2020). The project focuses on those colonias with high levels of marginalisation, large numbers of children and where there are no or limited open public safe
spaces where children can play outside close to their homes. The interventions were first developed within the Laboratorio para la Ciudad2. After the lab’s closure, Peatoniños’ play
streets were reproduced through different collaborative efforts, for instance, within the Iztapalapa municipality, where two play streets were implemented as permanent play spaces
under the name Ludicalles (Ludic Streets). Peatoniñas is now mostly based in that municipality, the most populated of Mexico City—with 1,800,000 inhabitants, out of which 500,000
are children under 17 years of age (INEGI, 2015a, 2020b)—and one that, until very recently,
had the least open public spaces. Peatoniñas play streets’ objectives are to expose and respond to the uneven distribution of play spaces in Mexico City and realise the other ways
streets have been and can be reappropriated. The following vignette illustrates some aspects of the setting of the project, who the collaborators are and how a play street usually
comes together:

The Laboratorio para la Ciudad, or Lab for the City, was Mexico City’s experimental office for civic innovation and urban
creativity, the first city government department of its kind in Latin America. It was founded in 2013 and closed in 2018.
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[Vignette / excerpt from Brenda’s field diary] ... It is a Saturday morning, and Mafer, May
and I are coming to the colonia La Polvorilla, in the peripheries of Iztapalapa—where, according to the Peatoniñas map, more than 382 children live per block; there are no playgrounds around. We are carrying with us a big box that contains the basic materials needed
to create a Peatoniñas play street: some stationary materials, chalk, balloons, acrylic paint,
brushes, printed luchador (Mexican wrestlers) masks, questionnaires, play street signs, party
decorations, balls, cleaning supplies and a bit more.
When we arrive at the street where Peatoniñas will take place, our most vital allies, the
neighbours and the Dirección Territorial Paraje San Juan (Territory Office), are already there,
closing the street to traffic; together, we have worked before during the past months. We
start setting up the tables and chairs where the pavement is more even, taking the materials
out of the big plastic box, blowing up the balloons and preparing the games all while making
jokes. The street is very calm, but we feel nervous about the number of children who will
come this time.
All is set. With everything prepared, the rest of the neighbours start to join, and we see 10,
then 30, then 50 kids. We are painting luchadores masks on what seems like an endless table, playing football on the opposite side of the street and organising some new games. Two
girls living two blocks away have brought a jump rope, and I see children and adults jumping.
Suddenly, it is 1 p.m., and the Comparsa arrives and starts performing. The Comparsa group
is dressed in traditional costumes and dances, as they do at Iztapalapa’s different carnivals.
Everyone is cheering. At that point, it is scorching, we become thirsty, and women start
handing out cups of water. Do we need more music now that the Comparsa is gone? Someone says yes, so a pair of big speakers ‘appear’, and the latest cumbia and reggaeton hits are
played. It is 3 p.m., and there are around 80 people on the street playing, talking, observing
and dancing. People are handing out gifts, taking care of children and having a good time.
Many things taking place in the play street haven't been planned or prepared. Participation
takes place on the street; as it is used, the space is reclaimed back, even if it is only for a few
hours. As joyful as this moment is, I also cannot help but wonder how this and other play
streets could be part of a bigger change, how to strengthen collective action and, furthermore, how the play streets could actually be sustained over time, especially within a context
of rising inequality, complex social issues and neoliberal urban agendas. We continue playing
on the street, freely and safely, breaking la Polvorilla’s everyday routine. It’s 5.00 p.m. in the
afternoon, and Mafer, May and I have to go. The materials we carried have been used, but
the play street continues.
The play streets serve to highlight the everyday and mundane work (taking place outside the
more ‘visible’ and ‘productive’ work of designing) and raise questions around how it is valued, organised and sustained. Thus, the interventions expose the work that is usually ‘hidden’, often seen as ‘nonproductive’ and taken for granted within traditional design processes—the work of provisioning, caring, repairing and supporting. As this work becomes
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visible, the conditions under which it is done—of increasing inequality, exclusion and marginalisation—also become evident during and after each play street. However, the play
streets also reveal that it is the everyday and mundane work that directly shapes and sustains Peatoniñas. When looked at through a feminist social reproduction lens, the interventions allow us to deliberately interrogate, beyond its visualization, who actually does this
work and the ways it is organised and sustained amidst such conditions. In Peatoniñas, the
everyday mundane work is mostly done by women and is based on networks of solidarity
and care. Nevertheless, it could contribute to the reproduction of inequalities and romanticisation of those who carry it on their shoulders. A feminist social reproduction approach can
help us understand in a more critical way this work’s tensions and contradictions and what
should be transformed to sustain design participatory practices over time. (Figure 2)

Figure 2. (left) Peatoniñas play street in La Polvorilla, Iztapalapa, 2018. Comparsa performing. Laboratorio para la Ciudad; (right) Peatoniñas map crossing public space, number of children and
level of marginalisation

4. Design commitments when addressing social reproduction and
resistance
In their work, Dombrowski et al. (2016) propose the series of commitments necessary to develop a justice-oriented design practice; here, we build on their idea by proposing four interrelated commitments that seek to orient ourselves: bringing insights from our situated experiences and the need to support everyday acts of resistance (Giroux et al., 2011) and counteract the reproduction of inequalities (Federici, 2012) in a critical and concrete way.

4.1 Commitment to visibility
This commitment aims at rendering visible two aspects. The first one, both the everyday and
mundane work of social reproduction taking place outside the more ‘visible’ and ‘productive’
work of designing and those who do it. This means being attentive to the context under
which that work takes place and the ways it becomes intelligible within the design process.
For example, making visible the often considered ‘hidden’ work of caring, volunteering and
provisioning influences how the networks of multilevel dialogue between members of Amazonian nationalities are created and how the pictograms and infographics of each nationality
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are designed. In Peatoniñas, this would entail exposing how this work is mostly done by
women, showing how this has affected the design strategies for the implementation of the
playstreets and the design of the playful tools and games used during them. Providing visibility is both a matter of being able to see the most visible and invisible work of everyday life
(Jarvis et al., 2009) and responding to it through the design process. The second aspect is related to rendering visible the persistent capitalist conditions of exclusion, inequality and injustice in which design develops and that become evident as the work of social reproduction
unfolds. This entails devising and producing in a collective way the tools, practices and processes for recognising and reading what supports and undermines the everyday lives of
those involved (Fraser, 2017). For example, one of the central tools in Peatoniñas is a map
crossing the number of children, level of marginalisation and open spaces in Mexico City, revealing the uneven provision of those open spaces. In the Emergencia de Educación en la
Amazonía, a series of infographics are being designed to expose inequalities in access to education for students of Amazonian nationalities.

4.2 Commitment to sustainment
This commitment focuses on the ways in which the work of social reproduction involved in
design projects is sustained over time. It points to the need to take care of the capacities, resources and relations underpinning such work and are developed by those involved in the
design project, something that feminist scholars have highlighted (Federici, 2012). For example, a big part of what keeps a Peatoniñas’ play street going is the care provided to children
by women, neighbours and public servants during the interventions. The supply of food, water or even play sets is a basis we cannot take for granted. In Emergencia de Educación en la
Amazonía, we rely on young student representatives’ leadership skills, which are supported
and constantly maintained by Indigenous nationalities practices that precede and shape the
project. Sustainment is reflected in the relations of cooperation, the everyday alliances, the
networks of solidarity and acts of care ‘knitted’ on a daily basis and that keep not only the
project going but people engaged. Beyond focusing on efficient ways to produce and reproduce diverse outcomes, sustaining design requires paying attention to all that is needed to
provide constant care and maintenance (Katz, 2017). Both interventions bring to the fore the
possible links to the work on ‘infrastructuring’—the ongoing work involved in building the
necessary, social, material and technical infrastructures to enable the sustainment of longterm design endeavours (Karasti, 2014; Bødker et al., 2017 ). Although infrastructuring
serves to approach participatory design’s concerns about sustainment, resistance and social
reproduction complicate the ways in which sustainment manifests and can be identified. We
have learned that to transform social realities, not only the line of an abstract future horizon
needs to be acknowledged, but also the flow of life-making work, acts of resistance (Gutiérrez & Salazar Lohman, 2015) and the possibilities for the reproduction of life as a whole
(Bhattacharya, 2017).
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4.3 Commitment to collectivity
This commitment examines how to seriously engage with a community-based mode of production, seeking to redistribute participation in knowledge, production and their burdens.
For example, when Efrén activates multilevel dialogue between leaders, students, their communities and designers, he helps us decentralise learning and caring. We learn of and get in
touch with diverse realities, with different experiences of a ‘similar’ reality. We can be critical and watchful beyond our own position and needs. Similarly, in Peatoniñas’ play streets,
when the collective work ties are sustained through, for example, follow-up phone calls after
the intervention through which neighbours share not only opinions about the playstreets,
but also personal stories, a sense of trust is created. These practices of redistributing participation (in care, learning and production) are part of a historical process that has helped Indigenous communities and urban popular classes build a stronger and more prepared collective (Echeverría, 2010). Contradictorily, it can also invisibilise burdens because marginalised
people communally absorb work, care and strains; it might ‘made it seem’ that the inequalities to overcome are not so imperative. Still, a commitment to collectivity acknowledges that
while we learn about design practices in existing stories of collective work, decisions, materials and experiences are produced together. More importantly, skills, motivation and burdens
can be appropriated together—underlining that for the communities involved, there is no
separation of life and research. Thus, taken with caution and supported by other commitments, collectivity can become a multilevel, multiengagement participatory opportunity, in
which we—the more than researcher, designer community—learn, care and add to resistance.

4.4 Commitment to tensions
The fourth commitment is rooted in the tensions between communities’ experiences and
knowledge opposing hegemonic practices and institutions (Echeverría, 2010). When designing with marginalised communities, commitment to tensions is expressed in devising ways to
avoid diluting contradiction as an action space. Tensions should be confronted in a space
where discontent can be communicated and social questioning raised creatively (Giroux et
al., 2011). For example, including all nationalities represented by CONFENIAE to work together has generated considerable tensions around caring for diversity in the research design—that is, embracing interculturality while addressing practices and institutions accompanying each of us. However, giving space to discuss complications and taking actions together
around the stress between academic demands and communities’ needs has helped us creatively articulate collective strategies to rework power structures (Chandra, 2015) within our
group first and then strive more acutely towards common goals. Similarly, when designing
play streets in colonias populares, one part of the work focuses on keeping the project going
by making alliances with different institutions as a means to achieve a bigger impact; this
means that another equally important part involves a constant examination of who is represented in which moments to preserve an ‘insurgent’ spirit. Although conflicting and arduous,
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it has been crucial to reposition ourselves as creative forces, not mediating ones. Establishing the limits in which tensions surface might seem practical or necessary for design processes, but mediation can seamlessly happen through assimilation of familiar practices or
concentration on reaching stability. Committing to upkeep tensions first involves stretching
academic practicality, taking time, resources and sensibility for tensions to manifest. Second,
it involves reinforcing alterity and aversion towards homogenising forces.

5. Conclusion
There is a need for questioning the role of design in struggles against capital-extractivist, patriarchal, colonial, racist and classist conditions. Highlighting the importance of both resistance and social reproduction in design research might not only strengthen the relevance
of developing processes responsive to the history and conditions of marginalised societies,
particularly those of Latin America, but it can also call attention to the need to move “beyond participation or beyond ‘socially engaged’ approaches, to work also with radical forms
of politics and values” (Petrescu & Trogal, 2017:25). Setting creative interventions and design practices to communally counteract dominant structures and processes while also communally taking care of each other is our way of understanding the complexity of the contexts
and histories we live and work with. As designers, we are learning from the extensive formal
and nonformal ways of knowledge building and collective action of the communities we design with. Thus, fostering these commitments has also allowed for a dialectical interaction
between social interest and academic power and communities’ knowledge and practices
(Giroux et al., 2011). Thus, rather than empowering within established structures or adding
notions of diversity and inclusion, committing to issues of visibility, sustainment, contradiction and collectivity work as reminders of the urgent need of opening dialogue with different
experiences and histories while generating the resources (cultural, social and economic), the
time and the work necessary to engage in design processes connected to everyday life, from
an equal basis.
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